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Background: Asymmetry in refraction may cause meridional amblyopia and impairments
in the mechanisms underlying binocular vision in patients with astigmatism. There have
been contradictory reports on the features and incidence of meridional amblyopia in
patients with astigmatism. These contradictions have been attributed to the fact that the
studies vary in methodologies and criteria used for visual acuity assessment.
Purpose: To improve the algorithm for diagnosing meridional amblyopia in patients with
hyperopic astigmatism on the basis of assessment of asymmetries in meridional separable
visual acuity and refraction as vector quantities.
Material and Methods: Ninety three patients aged 6 to 12 years, with both refractive
amblyopia and compound with-the-rule hyperopic astigmatism were included in the study,
and underwent examination. The sphercal component of refraction ranged from 0.5D to
1.75D, and the astigmatic component of refraction, from 0.75D to 2.0D. Best-corrected
visual acuity was assessed using letters and Landolt rings of Shevalev Chart and digits
generated by a Hoya chart projector. Visual acuity characteristics were determined for
the amblyopic eye, fellow eye and binocularly. Meridional separable visual acuity was
measured with Landolt rings with the help of specially developed software. Optotypes were
presented on the computer screen at a 5-m distance. Threshold meridional separable visual
acuity was measured in the meridians corresponding to principal astigmatism axes under
gradual change (with an increment of ±7.0 arc second) in the angular size of the optotype.
Tests were presented monocularly and binocularly on a 15-inch 1600×1200-resolution
display.
Results: Graphic comparison of the results of visual acuity measurements using optotypes
of different shapes in amblyopes with similar type of astigmatism demonstrated that, in the
groups of patients with the same letter visual acuity, Landolt visual acuities can be higher,
lower or equal to letter visual acuities. Of the study patients, 42.5% were found to have
no meridional amblyopia, and 57.5%, to have meridional amblyopia, as assessed using
Landolt rings. Particularly, 35% and 22.5% of the study patients had visual acuity in the
horizontal meridian better and worse, respectively, than in the vertical meridian.
Conclusion: Meridional separable visual acuities in patients with both amblyopia and
similar type of hyperopic astigmatism are vector quantities and may vary in orthogonal
retinal meridians not only in the magnitude, but also in the sign. Meridional visual acuity
studies will allow a diagnosis of meridional amblyopia to be clarified not only based on
the presence of asymmetry in visual acuity in orthogonal retinal meridians, but also based
on the direction of asymmetry in visual acuity with respect to the principal astigmatic
refraction meridians.

Introduction

Refractive abnormalities are a major cause of impaired
function and development of the visual system. Patients
with astigmatism are characterized by the most complex
impairments in the mechanisms underlying binocular
vision and visual perception.
In astigmatism, the optical system of the eye forms
images varying in size and sharpness across different
retinal meridians, which results in a substantial
impairment in the shape of object images. These factors
cause the development of meridional amblyopia (MA).

MA manifests itself as selective alterations in visual
acuity (VA), with substantial differences in the ability
to resolve contours and details of different orientations
under conditions of best-corrected ametropia [1-4]. It is
noteworthy that monocular meridional asymmetries in
visual acuity cause serious impairments in the mechanisms
underlying binocular vision [2, 3, 5-8].
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Equal visual acuity in orthogonal retinal meridians
in both eyes is required for reliable performance of the
mechanisms. It is due to the fact that binocularly activated
neurons represent the material basis for binocular
vision mechanisms [4, 9]. Binocular neurons have and
important feature, synergy: simultaneous stimulation of
corresponding fields in both eyes produces a powerful
pulse discharge, whereas monocular stimulation either
produces a weak response of binocular cells or does not
activate these cells. In meridional amblyopia, the above
requirement is not met, which results in impaired function
of the binocular system [4, 8-10].
Assessment of visual system resolution in astigmats
will enable to (1) improve our understanding of the
mechanisms of sensory system adaptation to between-eye
asymmetry in refraction, (2) evaluate the preservation of
various visual information processing channels and quality
of optical correction of astigmatism, and (3) improve the
strategy for diagnosis and management of meridional
amblyopia [3, 5].
This article addresses the issue of how to clarify an
algorithm for diagnosing amblyopia in astigmats on the
basis of assessment of asymmetries in meridional visual
acuity and refraction as vector quantities.
Study rationale

There have been contradictory reports on meridional
VA in patients with astigmatism. Some studies
demonstrated that meridional amblyopia in children can
be found associated with hyperopic astigmatism [10-12],
whereas others reported that children with hyperopic
astigmatism showed no meridional amblyopia, but did
show reduced acuity for both grating orientations [5, 13].
These contradictions have been attributed to the fact that
the studies vary in methodologies and criteria used for
visual acuity assessment [7, 14, 15]. These factors cause
differences not only in meridional visual acuity, but also in
results of any other visual acuity measurement methods [15,
16]. Variations in visual acuity with measurement methods
can be explained on based on the current understanding of
visual information processing mechanisms [17].
Classical visual acuity measurement algorithm involves
presenting optotypes of various sizes and determining the
threshold (i.e., the smallest) identifiable optotype size. The
ability to identify a visual stimulus depends on its size and
distance to it. The quantitative parameter unifying these
two factors is the the visual angle of the stimulus [1, 17].
Various test images, optotypes (letters, digits, silhouette
images, grating tests, Landolt rings, etc.) are used to
measure visual acuity [16, 18, 19]. In order to standardize
the results of the tests of various configurations, optotypes
should have equal angular sizes, and designed so the width
of the strokes and the gaps are one fifth of the height of
the optotype character [18, 19]. However, even if tables
do not differ in visual angles subtended by optotypes and
optotype details, they may significantly differ in visual
acuity thresholds. It has been reported that repeatability of
measurements of visual acuity made with different charts
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was poor, with some subjects displaying discrepancies of
two lines or more on repeated testing [16, 20-23].
We should consider the definition of “visual acuity”
in order to determine why a difference in optotype shape
and selection for visual acuity evaluation criteria cause
variations in visual acuity measurements. Visual acuity is
usually defined as a measure of spatial resolution of the
visual system on which the recognition of shape, structure
and orientation of objects in space depends [17].
The recognition process is conventionally divided into
the phases of sensation, separation and analysis of pattern
features, synthesis of signs into complexes, and pattern
identification [1, 9, 17]. In early stages, the perceptual
system uses information on the retina, to describe the
object in terms of primitive components like lines, edges,
and angles. The system uses these components to construct
a description of the object. Three types of cells in the visual
cortex (simple cells, complex cells and hypercomplex
cells) can be distinguished by the features to which they
respond, and are referred to as feature detectors. These
cortical cells do not function autonomously, but interact
with each other through neuronal networks, thus enabling
grouping of pattern features into a unit. In later stages,
the system compares the description to those of various
categories of objects stored in visual memory and selects
the best match. The more complicated the configuration of
optotypes, the more neuronal structures are involved in the
analysis of their shapes and their recognition. It is for this
reason that the results of visual acuity measurements using
optotypes of different shapes may differ from each other
and depend on the maturity and preservation of visual
analysis mechanisms. Not only differences in optotype
shapes but also the criteria selected for assessing resolution
(ISO 8597) cause variation in the results of visual acuity
measurements [18, 19, 22].
Minimum cognoscible, the smallest familiar figure that
the person being tested can recognize, is the criterion used to
assess the visual system capacity for resolution of complex
optotypes. This criterion is an integral characteristic of the
cortical mechanisms for visual perception.
Additional criteria may be used to assess individual
mechanisms for pattern structure analysis. These
selective criteria include such visual perception threshold
characteristics as minimum perceptible, minimum visible,
mini¬mum resolvable, minimum separable, minimum
discrim¬inable, minimum deformable, etc. It should be
noted that these criteria are fundamentally different from
each other and characterize the state of various visual
acuity mechanisms [14, 15, 17, 20, 21]. Thus, minimum
visible characterizes the ability to note the presence of an
object; minimum perceptible characterizes the ability to
note the presence a threshold contrast; minimum separable
or minimum resolvable acuity characterizes the ability
to distinguish among the details of the object structure;
and minimum perceptible allows assessing the shape of a
pattern through its contour. While comparing visual acuity
measurements among various charts, it should be taken
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into account that they may be equal to, larger or smaller
than the data taken as the basis for comparison. Landolt
rings are the International Standards Organisation (ISO)
reference optotype [18].
Examining the features of impairments in visual
information processing mechanisms requires application
of a set of methods which enables identification of selective
impairments in resolution based on various criteria [17].
This approach is especially important for diagnostics of
meridional amblyopia. Minimum separable and minimum
deformable are the selective criteria most commonly used
for diagnostics of meridional amblyopia.
Another source of contradictions regarding the
incidence of meridional amblyopia in astigmats could be
the fact that while creating clusters for analysis of visual
acuity, researchers take into account only the type of
astigmatism and the direction of refractive asymmetries
(direct or inverse astigmatism), but do not take into account
vector visual acuity asymmetries in relation to refractive
asymmetries. From the point of physiological optics, in
direct (i.e., with-the-rule) astigmatism, the eye sees vertical
lines more sharply than horizontal lines, whereas inverse
(i.e., against-the-rule) astigmatism reverses the situation.
Consequently, in with-the-rule astigmatism, the visual
acuity should be higher in the horizontal retinal meridian,
whereas in against-the-rule astigmatism, in the vertical
meridian. However, due to continuous refractive changes
during visual system development [24], and, consequently,
with changes in adaptation to defocus, meridional visual
acuity in the horizontal meridian might be higher than in
the vertical meridian in some patients with the same type
of astigmatiс refractive error. If one does not take into
account that meridional visual acuity is a vector quantity,
then, statistical processing for the main study patient
sample removes the asymmetries in visual acuity which
differ from each other in direction, and the mean value
provides wrong evidence of the absence of meridional
amblyopia. We can avoid this mistake by splitting each
group of patients with the same type of astigmatism into
three clusters, with these clusters differing in the direction
of asymmetry in meridional visual acuity. Group 1 may
have equal visual acuities in the vertical and horizontal
meridians, group 2 may have visual acuity in the horizontal
meridian better than in the vertical meridian, and group
3 may have visual acuity in the vertical meridian better
than in the horizontal meridian. This approach will allow a
diagnosis of meridional amblyopia to be clarified not only
based on the presence of asymmetry in visual acuity in
various retinal meridians, but also based on the direction
of asymmetry in visual acuity with respect to the principal
astigmatic refraction meridians [25, 26].
We have assessed this hypothesis by comparing visual
acuities measured using optotypes of various shapes and
meridional selective Landolt visual acuities measured
with the help of specially developed software.
The purpose of the study was to improve the algorithm
for diagnosing meridional amblyopia in patients with

hyperopic astigmatism on the basis of assessment of
asymmetries in meridional separable visual acuity and
refraction as vector quantities.
Material and Methods

Ninety three patients aged 6 to 12 years, with both
mild refractive amblyopia and compound with-the-rule
hyperopic astigmatism were included in the study, and
underwent examination. The sphercal component of
refraction ranged from 0.5D to 1.75D, and the astigmatic
component of refraction, from 0.75D to 2.0D. Binocular
vision at 5 m was assessed under natural conditions.
Integral best-corrected visual acuity was assessed
using letters and Landolt C-rings of Shevalev Chart and
digits generated by a Hoya chart projector. Visual acuity
characteristics were determined for the amblyopic eye,
fellow eye and binocularly.
Meridional separable visual acuity (MSVA) was
measured with Landolt C-rings using the software we have
developed. Optotypes were presented on the computer
screen at a 5-m distance. Threshold MSVA was measured
in the meridians corresponding to principal astigmatism
axes under gradual change (with an increment of ±7.0
arc second) in the angular size of the optotype. Mean
visual acuity in each meridian was determined based
on 4 replicates. Tests were presented monocularly and
binocularly on a 15-inch 1600×1200-resolution display.
Because separable visual acuity is characterized by angular
units (arc deg, arc min and arc sec), a decrease in absolute
value corresponds to an increase in visual acuity, and vice
versa. A gradual change in the angular size of an optotype
allows avoiding errors due to the difference in the step in
visual acuity (measured in angular terms) between lines,
these errors being characteristic for visual acuity chart
measurements. It is the possibility of performing multiple
visual acuity measurements for a particular pattern
orientation that allows for determining selective and not
integral, separable meridional visual acuity values.
The study was conducted in accordance with applicable
local laws and the principles stated in the Declaration
of Helsinki. Statistical analyses were conducted using
Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA) software. The
level of significance p ≤ 0.05 was assumed.
Results

Table 1 shows mean and standard deviation, minimum
and maximum values for visual acuity measurements
made with optotypes of different configurations in
patients with both refractive amblyopia and astigmatism.
We believed that there would be a difference in visual
acuity measurements obtained with tests of various
configurations, giving indirect evidence of impairments in
the mechanisms underlying visual perception.
Mean visual acuities measured with Landolt C-rings
and otpotypes of various configurations were practically
similar, but the difference was not statistically significant.
Therefore, a preliminary conclusion could be drawn
that the visual acuity measurement methodologies we
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have used were identical to each other, and the study group
was homogeneous. However, because the magnitude of
difference between maximum and minimum VA values
was substantial, the conclusion was called into question.
Graphical analysis of the distribution of Landolt visual
acuity across letter visual acuity categories may be used
to confirm or disprove this conclusion (Fig. 1). For this
purpose, we compared variations in binocular Landolt
visual acuity across binocular letter visual acuity categories
in 38 patients with both refractive amblyopia and with-therule hyperopic astigmatism.
There was a significant variability not only in the
magnitude, but also in the sign of difference between
binocular Landolt visual acuity and binocular letter visual
acuity (Fig. 1), indicating that binocular Landolt visual
acuities should be considered as vector quantities. In some
patients with binocular letter visual acuity of 0.4 to 1.4,
binocular Landolt visual acuity was higher than their
binocular letter visual acuity, whereas in other patients of
this category, binocular Landolt visual acuity was lower
than their binocular letter visual acuity.
In patients with binocular letter visual acuity of 0.85
to 1.0, binocular Landolt visual acuity varied from 0.6 to
1.4. In patients with binocular letter visual acuity of 0.4,
binocular Landolt visual acuity varied from 0.2 to 0.5,
whereas in those with binocular letter visual acuity of 0.7,
binocular Landolt visual acuity varied from 0.5 to 0.8.
After statistical processing, these asymmetries in
Landolt visual acuity become almost negligible, and Landolt
visual acuity becomes comparable with letter visual acuity.
Variations in the magnitude and sign of visual acuities
indicate that Landolt visual acuities should be considered
as vector quantities. It should be noted that visual acuities
assessed with a conventional Landolt ring chart do not
allow reliable distinguishing of meridional differences in
visual acuity, because the number of optotypes per line
is not sufficient for achieving the level of significance
for determining visual acuities in horizontal, vertical and
oblique meridians. In addition, sensitivity of visual acuity
measurement methods using charts is too low. Steps (of
0.1 of a conventional unit) in visual acuity between lines
have discrete values and differ in measurement accuracy
from one portion of the operating range to another [17].
Computerized methods of visual acuity testing are
helpful in removing these disadvantages. These methods
increase study informativeness due to a gradual change
in the angular size of the optotype and the possibility of
orientating the optotype with respect to a retinal meridian.
Tables 2 and 3 show the data related to the type and
magnitude of asymmetry in meridional Landolt visual
acuity which could indicate heterogeneity of groups of
patients with astigmatism.
It is well seen (Table 3) that differences in meridional
separable visual acuity varied not only in the magnitude,
but also in the sign.
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Discussion

In this study, we used both simple and complex optotype
sets (Landolt rings, letters and digits) for comparative
analysis of visual acuities in patients with both meridional
amblyopia and hyperopic astigmatism. Our analysis took
into account that, when using visual stimuli of various
configurations, we assess functions of various feature
detectors and neuronal structures. It is for this reason that
we expected that visual acuity measurements would differ
within a group of patients homogeneous with respect to the
refractive error.
We found that the mean visual acuities were practically
similar across the tests. However, significant variations
with respect to the mean value supposed that individual
visual acuities could differ from test to test. We used
Landolt visual acuity values as reference values in order
to confirm or reject this hypothesis. The Landolt C is an
optotype that is used as the standardized symbol (ISO
8596) for measuring visual acuity and reflects such
selective characteristics as minimum visible acuity and
minimum separable acuity.
The graphic representation of distribution of individual
binocular Landolt (minimum separable) visual acuities
across various categories of binocular letter (minimum
cognoscible) visual acuity demonstrated that Landolt
visual acuities are vector quantities and can be higher,
lower or equal to letter visual acuities.
It should be noted that visual acuities assessed with
a conventional Landolt ring chart do not allow reliable
distinguishing of meridional differences in visual acuity,
because the number of optotypes per line is not sufficient
for achieving the level of significance for determining
visual acuities in horizontal, vertical and oblique
meridians. According to ISO 8566, when testing for visual
acuity, the performance level at which the presentation
of optotypes shall be terminated is dependent upon the
number of optotypes used for each size. Particularly, for a
“Pass” assessment: - at least three shall be called correctly
if the total number of optotypes used is five; - at least five
shall be called correctly if the total number of optotypes
used is eight or nine; - at least six shall be called correctly
if the total number of optotypes used is ten.
We used a computerized method of visual acuity
testing to increase informativeness of studying selective
meridional visual acuities. The methodology allows to:
(1) remove the disadvantages of visual acuity testing
associated with discrete in visual acuity between lines
in a standard chart, (2) implement multiple visual acuity
measurements in various meridians, and (3) determine
selective indices specified in angular units.
The use of this methodology for assessment of
asymmetries in separable visual acuity in orthogonal retinal
meridians in astigmats allowed clarifying an algorithm for
diagnosing meridional amblyopia. It was found possible
to split a homogeneous group of patients with with-therule hyperopic astigmatism into three clusters differing
in a direction of asymmetry in meridional visual acuity.
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One cluster had visual acuity in the horizontal meridian
better than in the vertical meridian, the second had visual
acuity in the horizontal meridian worse than in the vertical
meridian, and the third had equal visual acuities in the
vertical and horizontal meridians. If one does not take into
account that meridional visual acuity is a vector quantity,
then, statistical processing for the main study patient
sample removes the asymmetries in visual acuity which
differ from each other in direction, and the mean value
provides wrong evidence of the absence of meridional
amblyopia.
Variations in vector asymmetries in meridional
visual acuity in patients with with-the-rule hyperopic
astigmatism indicate that different patients may have
different mechanisms of adaptation to astigmatism. In the
current study, 42.5% of patients were found to have no
meridional amblyopia, and the rest were found to have
meridional amblyopia. Particularly, 35% and 22.5% had
visual acuity in the horizontal meridian better and worse,
respectively, than in the vertical meridian.
Application of a vector approach to the assessment of
visual acuity in orthogonal retinal meridians in patients
with astigmatism allows a diagnosis of meridional
amblyopia to be clarified not only based on the presence
of asymmetry in visual acuity in various retinal meridians,
but also based on the direction of asymmetry in visual
acuity with respect to the principal astigmatic refraction
meridians. Vector characteristics of meridional visual
acuity may be used as an additional criterion in studying
adaptation of the sensory system to astigmatism, assessing
efficacy of optical correction, and treating meridional
amblyopia.
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Table 1. Mean visual acuities as assessed by tests of various configurations in 93 patients with both refractive amblyopia
and astigmatism
Visual acuity (conventional units)

Optotype and visual acuity assessment test

M±SD

min

max

digits (minimum legible)

0.64 ± 0.25

0.10

1.30

letters (minimum legible)

0.62 ± 0.30

0.12

1.70

Landolt rings (minimum separable)

0.58 ± 0.30

0.10

1.50

digits (minimum legible)

0.80 ± 0.25

0.20

1.40

letters (minimum legible)

0.84 ± 0.27

0.14

1.70

Landolt rings (minimum separable)

0.82 ± 0.30

0.10

1.70

digits (minimum legible)

0.86 ± 0.24

0.20

1.70

letters (minimum legible)

0.89 ± 0.28

0.14

1.70

Landolt rings (minimum separabile)

0.87 ± 0.30

0.10

1.70

Amblyopic eye

Fellow eye

Binocularly

Table 2. Distribution of patients with both refractive amblyopia and compound with-the-rule hyperopic astigmatism depending on the type of asymmetry in meridional separable visual acuity (MSVA)
Chart visual
acuity as
assessed in
conven-tional
units, range
0.4- 0.7

Distribution of patients with different types of asymmetry in MSVA
n the horizontal and vertical meridians of the retina
Num-ber
of eyes

80

Equal separable visual
acuities in the horizontal
and vertical meridians

SVA is higher in the
horizontal than in
vertical meridian

SVA is lower in the
horizontal than in
vertical meridian

34 (42.5%)

28 ( 35 %)

18 (22.5%)

%
100

Table 3. Mean values of meridional separable visual acuity (SVA) for the group of patients with compound with-the-rule
hyperopic astigmatism and various types of asymmetry in SVA in the horizontal and vertical meridians
Meridional separable visual acuity as assessed in arc seconds (M±SD) in groups of
patients with various types of asymmetry in SVA in the horizontal and vertical meridians
Retinal meridian
examined for SVA

Equal separable visual
acuities in the horizontal
and vertical meridians
n=34

SVA is higher in the
horizontal than in vertical
meridian
n=28

SVA is lower in the horizontal
than in vertical meridian
n=18

Horizontal

84 ± 14.4

45 ± 22.3

92.5 ± 9.35

Vertical

96 ± 18.5

76 ± 37.2

50 ± 23.2

0. 291

< 0.001

< 0.014

p
Eyes, total
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Fig. 1. Youden plot for graphic comparison of binocular letter visual acuity versus
binocular visual acuity assessed using Landolt rings of Shevalev Chart.
Note. The two orthogonal lines correspond to median values (letter visual acuity, 0.85;
Landolt visual acuity, 0.90). The points inside the highlighted rectangle are highlighted
on the basis of 2SD.
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